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Introduction

During the last few decades, good-quality cameras and other kinds of sensors had be-
come publicly available. This progress established the need for a research field describ-
ing the mathematical relationships of the real world and its projections into images.
This field became the so- called computer vision.

Understanding the surrounding environment or camera motion are fundamental prob-
lems in computer vision. This information is usually characterized by mathematical
models, for instance the relative motion of the cameras by a 3 × 3 essential matrix;
or the mapping between the projections of a 3D plane in two images by a 3 × 3 ho-
mography matrix. The standard approach for estimating these kinds of models consists
of two major steps: (i) establishing point correspondences between image pairs, (ii)
then applying a robust estimator to recover the model parameters despite the noise
and large-scale measurement errors, i.e., outliers. In this thesis, we investigate the
robust estimation of these geometric models exploiting a non-traditional input data:
affine correspondences. Even though the mathematical relations in geometric vision
are considered as already solved problems advanced in the early 80’s [27], we show
that several problems remained unsolved. The thesis aims to solve a few of them.

An affine correspondence consists of a corresponding point pair in two views together
with a 2×2 local affine transformation (see Fig. 1). This affine mapping approximately
transforms the regions around the observed points in the images. Nowadays, several
affine-covariant feature detectors are available, such as Affine SIFT [32], Hessian-
Affine [30] or MODS [31]. However, the commonly used detectors like SIFT [29]
also provide a part of the related affine transformation, e.g., the rotation or scales along
the axes. With a few exceptions, this additional information is ignored in most of the
geometric estimation tasks and solely the point coordinates are exploited.

Of course, several estimation problems had been successfully approached by using
affine correspondences in the last few couple of years. For instance, a homography
matrix can be estimated using two correspondences. There is a one-to-one relationship
between a surface normal and a local affinity if calibrated cameras are given, and the
fundamental matrix can be approximated or estimated indirectly using three or two of
them. However, several problems remained unsolved including the direct relationship
of local affinities and epipolar geometry or multi-view surface normal estimation.

In this thesis, we show that many of the computer vision problems are solvable using
affine features. The proposed estimators always require smaller samples, i.e. fewer data
points, than the state-of-the-art techniques for obtaining a model. Moreover, in many
cases, the proposed methods are superior to the state-of-the-art in terms of geometric
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Figure 1: Two projections of a 3D point lying on the gray plane. Vectors p1 and p2

denote the projections on cameras C1 and C2. Affine transformation A maps
the infinitely small vicinity of point p1 to that of p2.

accuracy as well. We also show problems where the direct relationship with affinities
had not been explored before.

Having geometrically accurate estimators is a justifiable goal. However, to see the
impact of requiring small samples, one needs to understand the field where minimal
solvers are most frequently used. State-of-the-art hypothesize-and-verify robust esti-
mators, like locally optimized RANSAC (LO-RANSAC) [24] or USAC [33], are ran-
domized algorithms combined with a minimal solver as an engine. To achieve prob-
abilistic guaranties of finding the best model instance with a pre-defined confidence
value, the size of a sample highly affects the number of samples, i.e. iterations, that
must be drawn. Therefore, the processing time is a function of the sample size. Bene-
fiting from affine correspondences which encode higher-order geometric information,
the size of the required samples is significantly decreased and, thus, the estimation
process is sped up.

In the second part of the thesis, we switch from geometric estimation and focus on ro-
bust model estimation. We partition robust model fitting problems into three groups as
follows: (i) single-class single-instance, (ii) single-class multi-instance and (iii) multi-
class multi-instance fitting. Solving the single-class single-instance case, hypothesize-
and- verify approaches like RANSAC [25] and its recent variants, had become a part
of the most successful algorithms in computer vision. They have thousands of citations
and dozens of modifications published year-by-year. In general, these methods aim to
find a single model instance, e.g. an essential matrix interpreting the relative motion of
a camera, by drawing and validating randomly selected samples of data points.

Generalizing the problem, the Hough-transform [1] was the first popular method for
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Figure 2: The first images of image pairs from the AdelaideRMF dataset. The point
correspondences are assigned to planes by colour.

extracting multiple instances of a single class. Most recent approaches focus on the
single class case: finding multiple instances of the same model class. A popular group
of methods adopts a two-step process: initialization by RANSAC-like instance gener-
ation followed by a point-to-instance assignment optimization by energy minimization
using graph labeling techniques. Another group of methods uses preference analysis
which is based on the distribution of residuals of individual data points with respect to
the instances. In this thesis, we approached a special case: multi-homography fitting
which is the problem of finding a set of homographies in two images (see Fig. 2).

The multiple instance multiple class case considers fitting of instances that are not
necessarily of the same class. This generalization has received much less attention than
the single-class case. To the best of our knowledge, the last significant contribution is
that of Stricker and Leonardis [34] who search for multiple parametric models simul-
taneously by minimizing description length using Tabu-search. In the last part of the
thesis, we propose a general formulation for the multi-class case and show that it leads
to results superior to the state-of-the-art single-class approaches for various problems.

Main Contributions
The main contributions are summarized in the following three theses.

Thesis 1 – Minimal solvers for geometric model estimation
from affine correspondences
Related publications: [21, 20, 26, 2, 22, 10, 11, 8, 12, 3]

1.1. Surface normal estimation from affine correspondences. An optimal method,
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in the least squares sense, is proposed to estimate surface normals in both stereo
and multi-view cases. The proposed algorithm exploits exclusively photometric
information via affine correspondences and estimates the normal for each corre-
spondence independently. The normal is obtained as a root of a quartic polyno-
mial, therefore the processing time is negligible. The method has been validated
on both synthetic and publicly available real world datasets. It is superior to the
state-of-the-art in terms of accuracy and processing time.

1.2. Homography estimation from affine correspondences. We propose a method,
called HAF, to estimate planar homography from an affine correspondence satis-
fying the epipolar constraint in an image pair. As a minimal solver, it estimates
the homography from a single correspondence, however, it is generalized for the
over-determined case as well. As a side-effect of the tests, the state-of-the-art
affine-covariant detectors are compared to each other w.r.t. the accuracy of the
estimated point-wise homographies. We then generalized HAF, making it appli-
cable if only partial affine correspondences are given.

Thesis 2 – Epipolar geometry and affine correspondences

Related publications: [16, 18, 23, 6, 13, 4, 7]

2.1. Relationship of epipolar geometry and affine correspondences. We then show
the direct relationship of epipolar geometry and affine correspondences. Two
novel, linear constraints are derived between the essential or fundamental ma-
trices and a local affine transformation. Even though perspective cameras are
assumed, the constraints can straightforwardly be generalized to arbitrary cam-
era models since they describe the direct relationship between local affinities and
epipolar lines (or curves).

2.2. Correction of affine correspondences. Exploiting the relationship of Thesis
2.1, for a pair of images satisfying the epipolar constraint, a method for accurate
estimation of affine correspondences is proposed. The method returns the local
affine transformation consistent with the epipolar geometry that is closest in the
least squares sense to the initial estimate provided by an affine-covariant detector.
The minimized L2 norm of the affine matrix elements is found in closed-form.
The method, with negligible computational requirements, is validated on pub-
licly available benchmarking datasets and on synthetic data.
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2.3. Recovery of the essential matrix from two affine correspondences. It is
shown that the essential matrix is estimable fro m two affine correspondences for
a pair of calibrated perspective cameras. The proposed method is also applicable
to the over-determined case. We extend the normalization technique of Richard
Hartley [28] to local affinities and show how the intrinsic camera matrices mod-
ifies them. Benefiting from the low number of exploited points, it can be used in
robust estimators, e.g. RANSAC, as an engine, thus leading to significantly less
iterations.

2.4. Focal length estimation from two affine correspondences. A minimal solu-
tion using two affine correspondences is presented to estimate the common fo-
cal length and the fundamental matrix between two semi-calibrated cameras –
known intrinsic parameters except a common focal length. The obtained multi-
variate polynomial system is efficiently solved by the hidden-variable technique.
Observing the geometry of local affinities, we introduce novel conditions elim-
inating invalid roots. To select the best one out of the remaining candidates, a
root selection technique is proposed outperforming the recent ones especially in
case of high-level noise.

Thesis 3 – Robust methods in computer vision

Related publications: [17, 9, 19, 15, 14, 5]

3.1. Energy-based topological outlier filtering. An approach is proposed for outlier
rejection from a set of 2D point correspondences which does not require any un-
derlying models, e.g., fundamental matrix. The solution is obtained minimizing
an energy originated from the neighborhood-graphs in both images using a grab-
cut-like algorithm: iterated graph-cut and re-fitting. The method is validated on
publicly available datasets, it is real time for most of the problems and achieves
more accurate results than RANSAC and its state-of-the-art variants in term of
outlier rejection ratio. It is applicable to scenes where a single fundamental ma-
trix is not estimable, e.g. non-rigid or degenerate ones.

3.2. Graph-Cut RANSAC. A novel method, called Graph Cut RANSAC, GC-RANSAC
in short, is presented. To separate inliers and outliers, it runs the graph cut algo-
rithm in the local optimization (LO) step which is applied after a so-far-the-best
model is found. The proposed LO step is conceptually simple, easy to imple-
ment, globally optimal and efficient. Experiments show that GC-RANSAC out-
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performs LO- RANSAC and its state-of-the-art variants in terms of both accu-
racy and the required number of iterations for line, homography and fundamental
matrix estimation on public datasets.

3.3. Multiple homography fitting. Considering the problem of fitting multiple ho-
mographies in two views, we proposed an efficient method for the recovery of
the tangent planes of a set of point correspondences satisfying the epipolar con-
straint. The problem is formulated as a search for a labeling minimizing an
energy that includes a data and spatial regularization terms. Experiments on
the fountain-P11 3D dataset show that Multi-H provides highly accurate tan-
gent plane estimates. It also outperforms all state-of-the-art techniques for multi-
homography estimation on the publicly available AdelaideRMF dataset. Since
the method achieves nearly error – free performance, we introduce a more chal-
lenging dataset for multi-plane fitting evaluation.

3.4. Multi-class multi-model fitting. We propose a general formulation, called Multi-
X, for multi-class multi-instance model fitting – the problem of interpreting the
input data as a mixture of noisy observations originating from multiple instances
of multiple classes. Solving the problem, we augment the commonly used α-
expansion-based technique with a new move in the label space. The move re-
places a set of labels with the corresponding mode in the model parameter do-
main, thus achieving faster and more robust minimization.
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